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Top 10 Multifactor Authentication Solution Providers 2018

W

ith cybercrime showing no signs of
slowing down, it’s time for organizations
to strengthen their multi-level of
defense. In this digital era, enterprises
are inundated with security aspects while they are
working on cloud migrations, an influx of the customer’s
own devices, and other trends. This confluence of
new technologies is set to help businesses move
away from password-based authentication towards a
more-secure, less-invasive approach that relies heavily
on behavioral monitoring and a range of inputs from
smartphones and other devices.
Further, unified platforms are penetrating the
global multi-factor authentication market to reduce the
cost involved in maintaining separate platforms and
modules for scanning fingerprints from smartphones
(biometrics), voice analysis or deriving metrics from
monitoring of mouse movements, and other distinctive
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user characteristics. In addition, security-driven
Artificial Intelligence (AI) platforms are also making
a huge impact on cybersecurity space and it’s also
a revolutionary idea in the world of internet security
today. The edge that AI has is that it is constantly
learning and working alongside with human engineers
to predict a cyber-attack before it actually happens,
thereby preventing it at the earliest.
While security is an integral aspect when it
comes to business, the fight for data security and
privacy continues; the longer it goes on, the more
the organization’s demand for a standard security
grows. Truly, now is the right time for enterprises to
consider using multi-factor authentication for their
business. To help CIOs zero in on the right fit, multifactor authentication solution for their organizations,
Enterprise Security Magazine presents the “Top 10
Multifactor Authentication Solution Providers 2018.”
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The Trusted Biometric Partner

P

asswords were conceived for the computing
systems of the 1960s; they are insecure and
inconvenient for users of today’s Internet-centric
computing environment. No matter what we
do to shore up their effectiveness, hackers devise new
ways to defeat them. Phishing, interception, knowledgebased guessing, brute-force attacks, and large-scale data
breaches make authentication based solely on passwords
unacceptably vulnerable.
To this end, biometrics bring a modern alternative
to the tired password; as “something that we are”, they
are inherently convenient and unique. Aware, a Bostonbased biometrics company founded in 1986, is reimagining
authentication with the idea that while biometric modalities
such as facial recognition, keystrokes dynamics, and
voice authentication each have their own strengths, the
combination of them used with a mobile device compels
hackers to think twice about their choices.

Knomi’s multimodality and architectural
flexibility allow our clients to optimize
their authentication process for their
particular security, convenience, and
user experience objectives
Aware’s Knomi™ is a mobile biometric authentication
framework that includes SDKs and subsystems to
enable password-free multifactor authentication. The
modular solution simultaneously captures multimodal
biometrics such as face image, voice, and keystrokes
and performs liveness detection to authenticate user
identity. In accordance with their business and operational
requirements, clients can select Knomi’s server- or devicecentric architecture, or a FIDO® Certified implementation.
Knomi’s device-centric solution (Knomi D) offers facial
recognition with proprietary spoof and liveness detection
capability that prevent multiple attack modes. Users
can capture either keystroke plus face or voice plus face
simultaneously to authenticate. While Knomi D’s on-device
authenticators process and match biometrics on the device,
its server-centric sibling (Knomi S) pushes much of the
functionality to the server. The company also offers FIDO
certified components (Knomi F) that adhere to FIDO Alliance
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standards for device-centric
authentication.
“Knomi’s multimodality
and architectural flexibility
allow our clients to optimize
David Benini
their authentication process
for their particular security, convenience, and user
experience objectives,” says David Benini, VP Marketing &
Product, Aware. For instance, a large fund transfer initiated
from a banking app might require a rigorous multi-step
authentication process, where a simpler process like
checking an account balance is executed through a more
convenient mechanism. For identity and access management
applications, mobile biometrics can be implemented
as an out-of-band multifactor authentication process.
Businesses can define distinct user policies for different
user groups. For instance, a user would pass one-step
authentication process to know a holiday schedule whereas
downloading sensitive files would trigger a thorough
authentication mechanism. Additionally, if a client is focused
on convenience instead of security, then authentication
mechanism may just include keystroke dynamics.
Aware offers Knomi components for integration into iOS
and Android applications. In a recent deployment of Knomi
S, the client incorporated Knomi software components into
their iOS and Android mobile apps, which is used to guide
users in registering their biometrics. The apps process and
capture biometrics, transmit data to the server, and perform
liveness analysis and matching on the server.
Knomi proves useful for financial institutions such as
banks and insurance companies that want their customers
to make more frequent use of their apps for transactions
that might otherwise require a branch visit or customer
service call. Enterprises can use Knomi to make login to
their systems by employees much more secure, by requiring
out-of-band multifactor authentication with biometrics for
certain activities.
Aware is a well-established and financially secure
company with twenty-five years’ of success stories to share.
Banking on its decades of experience deploying very large
scale biometric systems worldwide, the company has now
turned its broad product set, high-performance algorithms,
and system-level expertise to password-free authentication.
“Aware looks forward to helping banks and other enterprises
leverage biometrics in ways that address their unique needs
and goals, whatever they may be,” concludes Benini. ES

